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The present invention relates to brushes having jointed 
bristle-carrying sections or segments, and although ap 
plicable to brushes of various types, the invention is 
particularly useful for toothbrushes, including electric 
toothbrushes. 

It has been proposed to provide a toothbrush with 
an articulated head made up of separate, equally spaced 
bristle-carrying sections which are interconnected by 
?exible webs of uniform thickness. These webs are 
generally in the form of a spring insert or inserts which 
are separate from the sections. The bristle-carrying sec 
tions so articulated permit the head to bend so that the 
brush bristles can conform substantially to the contour 
of the teeth, thereby entering the spaces between the 
teeth for proper cleaning action. 
The brushes having articulated heads as described 

are made by injection or compression molding the bristle 
carrying sections over the spring insert or inserts which 
form the ?exible webs. During the molding operation, 
the spring insert or inserts may be displaced accidentally, 
thus resulting in a defective toothbrush. 

Moreover, since the portions of the spring insert be 
tween the bristle-carrying sections of the head of the brush 
are substantially of uniform length, width, and thickness, 
and since, during use of the toothbrush, the bending 
stresses on these portions of the spring insert increase as 
the distances of these portions from the outer end of the 
toothbrush head increase, the head does not bend uni 
formly, and the insert portions do not suffer material 
fatigue to the same extent. 
One object of the present invention is to provide a 

new and improved toothbrush of the articulated type 
which can be manufactured at comparatively low cost 
with substantially uniform accuracy, thereby materially 
reducing the number of rejects. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a new and improved toothbrush having a head of the 
articulated type which has a comparatively long life. 
A further object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a new and improved toothbrush of the type referred 
to and which has connecting webs between bristle-carry 
ing sections which are designed to control the bend and 
material fatigue in these portions in accordance with a 
predetermined pattern. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
new and improved toothbrush of the articulated type 
which does not have the drawbacks of the prior art de 
scribed above. 

Various other objects of the invention are apparent 
from the following description and from the accompany 
ing drawings, in which 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the head section of a 
toothbrush, including the bristles, embodying the pres 
ent invention; 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the head section of 

the toothbrush of FIG. 1, but shown on a larger scale 
and without the bristles; 
FIG. 3 is a top plan view of the head section of the 

toothbrush shown in FIG. 2; and 
FIG. 4 is a side view of the head section of the tooth 

brush shown in FIG. 1. 
Referring to the drawings, the toothbrush of the pres 

ent invention may be of the electric type or of the hand 
operable type, and comprises a handle 10 and a head 
11. The toothbrush is made in one piece from plastic 
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material which lends itself to manufacture by injection 
or compression molding, or by any of the procedures 
known for making shaped plastic objects. A polyole?n, 
such as polypropylene, may be employed. 
The toothbrush head 11 consists of a plurality of bris 

tle-carrying sections or segments 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 
which conjointly have a generally rectangular outline 
tapering slightly towards its outer end in spatulated 
form, as shown in FIG. 3, and separated but connected 
by articulating webs 17, 18, 19 and 20 which are in 
tegral with said sections. These bristle-carrying sections 
12-16 have holes 21 into which bristle tufts 22 are ?rm 
ly anchored in any suitable manner, well-known in the 
art. 

Although the handle 10 is substantially rigid, the arti 
culating webs 17, 18, 19 and 20 are thin enough to form 
?exible joints between brush segments 12, 13, 14, 15 and 
16 and to bend when the brush head 11 is pressed against 
the teeth during brushing. This ?exing operation causes 
the segments 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 to assume such rela 
tive angularity as to cause the brush head 11 to curve, 
so that the bristles 22 will conform substantially to the 
contour of the teeth. The brush head 11 will thereby 
reach all parts of the teeth, including those parts of 
the teeth which are usually inaccessible and difficult 
to clean with the standard rigid brush head. 
The bending moment on the webs 17, 18, 19 and 20 

vary according to the distance of these webs from the 
outer end of the brush head. For example, when the 
brush is used, the bending moment on the innermost 
web 17 is the greatest and if these webs were all equal 
ly dimensioned, the angularity between the segments 
12 and 13 would be greater than the angularity between 
any other two adjoining segments, the angularity be 
tween the segments 13 and 14 would be the next largest 
etc. As a result, the brush head 11 would not bend 
uniformly. Moreover, the material fatigue on the webs 
17 to 20 would vary, the greatest fatigue being on the 
innermost web 17 and decreasing as the webs approach 
the outer end of the brush head 11. 
To eliminate the drawbacks described, the thicknesses 

and the widths of the webs are relatively dimensioned to 
retain a predetermined pattern of ?exing and fatigue. In 
the speci?c form of the invention disclosed, the relative 
thicknesses and widths of webs are such as to attain uni 
formity in bending along the length of the brush head 11 
upon application of bending pressure on the outer end of 
the brush head, i.e. the angularity between any two ad 
jacent segments 12 to 16 is substantially the same as the 
angularity of any other two adjacent segments, and the 
fatigue on the material of the webs 17 to 20 is consequently 
similarly substantially equalized. 
To attain the objectives indicated, the thicknesses of 

the connecting webs 17 to 21} increase progressively from 
the outer end of the brush head 11 towards the handle 10. 
In addition, the spaces between the segments 12 to 16 
decrease in size progressively from the outer end of the 
brush head towards the handle 16. As a result, the inner 
most web 17 which is the thickest and the narrowest of 
the webs has the greatest rigidity and, notwithstanding 
the fact that it is subjected to the greatest bending mo 
ment, will not ?ex to a substantially greater degree of 
angularity than will the other webs; the preceding web 
18 is the next to the thickest and next to the narrowest and 
withstands the next to the biggest bending moment applied 
to the brush head, but it will not ?ex to any degree of 
angularity substantially different from that to which the 
other webs will ?ex; the other two webs 19 and 20 de 
crease in thickness and increase in width, so that the 
web 20 will be the thinnest and widest. 
A preferred form of toothbrush head which will ac 
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complish the objectives of the present invention‘ may be’ 
made of polypropylene and may have a thickness from. 
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one face of the segments 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 to the ~ 
other of .234 inch. Segments 13, 14 and 15 may be .234 
inch wide (dimensiona) .and end segmentldmaybe .375 
inchwide. In a toothbrush head so dimensioned, web 17 
may be .015 inch wide (dimension b) and ‘.045 inch thick 
(dimension 7‘); 18 may be .017 inchwide (dimension 
0) and .035 inch thick‘ (dimension g); web 19 maybe 
.019 inch wide (dimension d).and .025 inch thick’ (di-: 
mension l2) and web 20 may be .021 inchrwide (dimen-.~ 
sion e) and .020 inch thick (dimension i). In this form 
of the invention, the Webs all havelengths which are sub 
stantially the same as the adjacent bristle-carrying sections 
which they connect. - e . v » I . V 

In another form of the invention, the lengths of the 
webs may be less than the lengths of the adjacent bristle 
carrying sections which they connect. For example,iif 
the lengths of the webs are made two-thirds of the length 
of the adjacent bristle-carrying sections, their thicknesses 
may be increased while still,retaining‘the'uniformity of 
bend desired throughout the head of the. brush. . By ap 
propriate selection of the dimensions of‘the various webs, 
the desired feature of uniformity of bending may be 
achieved. - , g . ‘ . - 

While the invention has been described with particular 
reference to a speci?c embodiment, it is tobe understood 
that it is not to be limited thereto and thatlvariations and 
modi?cations may be madev while remaining within the 
spirit of the invention. . . 

What is claimed is: - , . V . . . 

1'. A brush comprising an articulated head and an 
elongated handle connected thereto at one end, said brush 
head being made in one piece of ?exible plastic material 
and comprising'a plurality 'of bristle-carrying.sections 
spaced apart in the longitudinal direction of said brush 
by integral, ?exible webs which are relatively variably di-l 
mensioned by being of a length substantially equal to the 
adjacent bristle-carrying sections which they connect while - 
being of increasing thicknessprogressively from the outer 
end of the brush head to the handle. 7 . ,7 _ , 7 

2. A brush as described in claim 1 whereinjthe thick 
nesses of the websincrease'progressively by substantially . 
equal increments. . .. r . . , . . . 

3. A brush, comprising, an articulated head and an 
elongated handle connected thereto at. one end, said brush 
head being made in one piece of ?exible plastic material 
and comprising a plurality of bristle~carryingv sections 
spaced apart in the longitudinal ,direction' of said brush by 
integral, ?exible webs which are relatively variably di 
mensioned by being of a length substantially equal to the 
adjacent bristle-carrying sections which they connect While 
being of decreasingwidth progressively from the vouter 
end of the brush head to the handle._ ' , ' V . 

4. A brush as de?ned in claim 3 wherein the widthsof 
the Webs decrease progressively by substantially equal in 
crements. 
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adjacent bristle-carrying sections which they connect 
while being of increasing thickness and of decreasing 
width progressively from theouter end, of the brush head 
to the handle. ‘ 

6. A brush as .de?nedin claim 5 wherein the thick— 
nesses of the webs increase progressively and the widths of 
the Webs decrease progressively by substantially equal in 
crements respectively. 

7. A brush comprising an articulated head and an 
elongated handle connected thereto at one end, said brush 
head being ‘made in one piece of ?exible plastic material 
and comprising a plurality of bristle~carrying sections 
spaced apart in the longitudinal direction of said brush by 
integral, ?exible webs .which'are'relatively variably'dimen 
sioned‘ by being of 'substantially'equal length which is 
shorter than the adjacent bristle-carrying sections which 
they connect while being of increasing thickness progres 
sively from the‘ outer end of the brush head to'the handle. 

8.» Aibrush as de?ned in claim 7 wherein the thicknesses 
of the webs increase progressively by substantially equal 
increments. ~ ‘ ' ' ‘ I 

9. A brush comprising an articulated head and an elon 
gated handle connected thereto at one end, said brush head 

. being made in one pieceof ?exible plastic material and 
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comprising a plurality of bristle-carrying sections spaced 
apart in the longitudinal direction‘ of‘ said brush by in 
tegral, ?exible webs which are relatively variably dimen 
sioned by being of substantially equal‘ length which is 
shorter than the adjacent bristle-carrying sections which 
they connect .while being of decreasingwidth progressively 
from the outer end of the brush head to the handle. 

10. A brush as de?ned in claim 9 wherein the widths 
of the webs decrease progressively by substantially equal 

' increments. 

11. A brush comprising an'articulated headand an 
elongated handle connected thereto at one end, said brush 
head being made‘ in one piece of ?exible plastic material 
and comprising a plurality of bristle-carrying sections 
spaced apart in the longitudinaldirection of said brush by 
integral, ?exible webs, which. are~relatively variably di 
mensioned by being of substantially equal length which is 
shorter than the adjacent‘bristle-carrying sections which 

'.they connect‘ while being of increasing thickness and of 
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5. A brush comprising. an articulated head and-an . 
elongated handle connected thereto at one end, said brush 
head being made in one piece of'?exible plastic, material 
and comprising a plurality of bristle-carrying sections 
spaced apart in the longitudinal direction of said brush by 
integral, ?exible webs which are relatively, variably di-, 
mensioned by being of .a length substantially equal to the 

60 

decreasing width progressively fromthe outer end of the 
brush head to the handle. ‘ ' Y ' . 

12. A brush as de?ned in claim 11 wherein the thick 
nesses of'the webs increase progressively and the widths 
of the webs decrease progressively by substantially equal 

A toothbrush as de?ned in claim 1. . 
A toothbrush as de?ned in claim 3. 
A toothbrush as de?ned inclairn 5. 
A toothbrush as de?ned in claim 7.‘ 
A toothbrush as de?ned in claim 9. 
A toothbrush as de?ned in claim 11. 

13. 
14. 
>15. 
16. 
17.' 
18. 
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